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This paper is concerned with the study of the FitzHugh-Nagumo equations. 
These equations arise in mathematical biology as a model of the transmission of 
electrical impulses through a nerve axon; they are a simplified version of the 
Hodgkin-Huxley equations. The FitzHugh-Nagumo equations consist of a 
non-linear diffusion equation coupled to an ordinary differential equation. 
vt=v,2+f(v)-z2C, u~=ov-p. We study these equations with either 
Dir&let or Neumann boundary conditions, proving local and global existence, 
and uniqueness of the solutions. Furthermore, we obtain L, estimates for the 
solutions in terms of the L, norm of the boundary data, when the boundary data 
vanish after a finite time and the initial data are zero. These estimates allow us to 
prove exponential decay of the solutions. 
We consider two initial boundary value problems for the system of partial 
differential equations: 
vt = ‘u&z +.m - % x > 0, t > 0; 
Ut = ml - yu, x > 0, t > 0; y>o, 020 
(1.1) 
where, qualitatively, the graph off is as pictured in Fig. 1. 
The system (1.1) is an ordinary differential equation coupled to a non-linear 
diffusion equation. The boundary conditions at x = 0 are only given on v. 
These equations arise as models of the conduction of electrical impulses in a 
nerve axon. The first such model appeared in 1952 in the work of Hodgkin and 
Huxley [6]. The form we are using was proposed afterwards by FitzHugh- 
Nagumo. (For a discussion of this model see [5].) 
This paper can be divided into three parts. In the first part we treat the 
system (1.1) with Dirichlet boundary conditions at x = 0. We prove global 
existence and uniqueness of the solution. To pass from locally to globally defined 
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FIGURE 1 
solutions we use the invariant regions found by Conley and Smaller, and the 
method of contracting rectangles developed by Rauch and Smaller in [7]. 
The main sections of part I are 5, 6, and 7; they deal with the threshold 
problem for the Fitz Hugh-Nagumo equations (1.1). Numerical and biological 
evidence seems to indicate that a strong stimulus of short duration, or a weak 
stimulus of long duration, is sub-threshold. We show that the L, norm of the 
stimulus is one of the critical parameters. We prove that if the initial data are zero 
and the boundary data o(t, 0) = h(t) have finite sup norm and vanish outside 
of some interval [0, T], then our solution is bounded, for all t > 0, by a constant 
(depending on Ij h /Ia and T) times the total stimulus, si ] h(t)1 dt. Furthermore, 
we show that if the total stimulus is sufficiently small, the solution has exponential 
decay. This proves a conjecture of S. P. Hastings [5]. More precisely we estimate 
each of the coordinates of U = (v, u). We consider the first coordinate ‘u as the 
solution to an inhomogeneous heat equation with f(v) - u as the known in- 
homogeneous term. We employ the integral representation for such solutions, 
this gives rise to two terms, one due to the boundary data and the other due to 
the inhomogeneous partf(v) - 2~. The main step is to analyze the contribution 
from the inhomogeneous part. We do this by establishing a Gronwall type 
inequality. 
In order to analyze the second coordinate u, we solve the ordinary differential 
equation explicitly and use methods similar to those used to analyze the first 
coordinate. 
Additional information is obtained by energy estimates. Under conditions 
similar to those in the preceding paragraph, standard multiplier methods are 
used to show that if zl(t, X) is less than the first positive zero off, for all t >, T, 
x > 0, then the solution U = (v, u) decays exponentially in L, n L, . 
Experiments have not made clear what the correct boundary conditions for 
(1.1) are. Rauch and Smoller studied the Dirichlet problem in 171, but no results 
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were known for the Neumann problem. Part II is devoted to the study of the 
Fitz Hugh-Sagumo equations (1.1) with Neumann boundary conditions at 
B = 0. First we show the existence of a solution for small t. To construct global 
solutions we obtain an a priori estimate by comparing the solution with the 
solution @(t, x) = (+(t, x), ol(t, x)) of the “linear Fitz Hugh-Nagumo equations” 
(f(u) = 0) with th e same initial-boundary data. The difference of the two 
solutions is a function which satisfies equations similar to (l.l), where f(uj is 
replaced by g(n) = f(~ + 4). Now th e initial and boundary conditions are zero, 
which enables us to use an argument involving contracting rectangles to obtain 
the desired estimate. 
In the last sections of II, we discuss the threshold problem for the Fitz Hugh- 
Nagumo equations with Neumann data. Under hypotheses analogous to those 
for the Dirichlet problem (replacing a(t, 0) by u,(t, 0)) we get, (by similar 
techniques), the same threshold results. In particular, si j v,(t, O)i dt is the 
critical parameter. Part III is a short note on the threshold results for the 
Hodgkin and Huxley equations with zero initial data and compactly supported 
Dirichlet boundary data. The methods we use are essentially the same as for 
the Fitz Hugh-xagumo equations. 
The author would like to thank Jeff Rauch for many stimulating conversations. 
I. THE DIRICHLET PROBLEM 
52. Global Theory and Local Solvability 
$2a. Consider the following non linear systems of equations in two independent 
variables (t, x). 
where: 
u = (a1 )...) u,) is a real n-vector; 
F is a smooth Rn valued function with F(0) = 0; 
A is a non negative diagonal matrix. 
d = diag(a, ,..., a,), 
ai > 0, 1 <i<p, 
ai =o, p<i<n. 
Let K,(t, X) = diag{h,(t, X) ,..., K,(t, x)>, 
k,(t, x) = (4ai7+1/2 exp(-S/4@&) if 1 < i < p. 
where 
qt, x) = S(s), for p < i < 8. 
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In what follows we will use the notation 
BC for the space of bounded continuous functions on R,. 
C,, for the space of continuous function on i?+. which tend to zero as x 
tends to infinity. 
B for any of the following Banach spaces (with the obvious norm, (1 [le) 
BP = {w: (d/dx)%u is in BC for 0 <j < k} k 3 0 
BPnL, p>l 
Wpk = (w EL,: (d/dxpw EL, for 0 < j < k} k > 1 
BCoB = (w E BP, lim(d/dj)jeo = 0 as x + co for 0 < j < k] 
(see [7] for a further discussion.) 
For h = (h, ,..., h,) E BC and g = (gr ,...,g,J C B, let 
&(t, z, x) = qt, x - x) - qt, --x - x), 1 <i<?z. 
Hi@, x) = 0, p-cign. 
&(t, x) = f g&g Qt, &X) dx, 1 <i<p. 
sit4 4 = g,tx>, p < i < 11. 
Si(O, 4 = g&a 1 <i<n. 
We recall that H,(t, x), 1 < i < p, is the solution of the heat equation with 
Dirichlet boundary condition hi and zero initial data; &(t, x), 1 < i < p, the 
solution to the heat equation with initial data gi and boundary data zero. We 
also note that &(t, x) is the restriction to x > 0 of the solution to the Cauchy 
problem for the heat equation on ---co < IV < OD with initial data of the form 
gi(x), for x > 0 and -g,(-x), for x < 0. 
In the following we will also let 
x = (ITI ,..., IQ, 
s = (S, ---, S,), 
H = (HI ,..., H,). 
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92b. One can show that a function U E C([O, T] 1 B) satisfies the system (2.1), 
in the sense of distributions, with initial and boundary data: 
if and only if 
fqt, A!) = R(t, x) + Lt Lrn R(t - s, z, x) F(U(s, z)) dz ds, 
R, - AR,, = 0 
R,(O, 4 = g,(x), l<.;<n; 
R&, 0) = hi(t), 1 <i<$L 
Observations: R(t, x) is given by the explicit formula 
(2.3j 
R(t, x) = H(t, x) + qt, xj. 
The proof of the only if part is a familiar application of Green’s identity with 
I? as one of the entries. A similar argument is given in [l, p. 1041, and the proof 
of the other implication is standard. 
The Banach contraction theorem allows us to solve the integral equation (2.3) 
for a short time interval, the length of which depends only on F, and on the sup 
norms of the initial and boundary data. More precisely, the following theorem 
is true. 
THEOREM (2.1). For any h E BC, gi E B, 1 < i <p, and gj E Cm n B, 
p+1 <j<., zuith g(0) = h(O), there exists a constant t, > 0, which depends 
only OIZ F, I! g !jE , and /! h !jm , such that the Dirichlet problem for equation (2.1) 
with initial data U(0, ,x) == g(x) and boundary data ui(t, 0) -= h,(t), I < i < p, 
has a unique solution Uin C([O, t,,] 1 B,) and 11 U [/c([o,t,lla,) < 2(2 /I A /lrn t Jj g lie). 
Proof. We refer the reader to J. Rauch and J. Smaller [7], where a similar 
proof is used to show local existence and uniqueness of weak solutions of the 
pure initial value problem. 
To show that the solutions are smooth, the following regularity theorem can 
be used. 
THEOREM (2.2). Suppose U = (ui , . .., u,) E C([O, t,) ) c-0) is a sozution of(2.1), 
with initial and boundary conditions (2.2) 
If (1) gl E C*(&), i = l,..., p, (2) gi E Ca(ri+), i = p $. I,...? ?z and (3) h, E 
3C(R+>, i = I,..., p are satisJed. 
Then U E C”(Q), where Q = (0, co) x R, . 
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Proof. Follows by repeatedly differentiating the integral equation which 
describes the solution. For details we refer the reader to [4]. 
93. Contracting Rectangles (a general reference for this section is [7]) 
DEFINITION (3.1). A bounded convex set R C RR is contracting for the 
vector field F(U) if f or every point U E aR and every outward unit normal n at 
U,F(U) -7 < 0. 
.In the proofs of theorems of global existence, stability and asymptotic behavior 
of solutions of (l.l), an essential part is played by rectangles which are con- 
tracting for the vector field F = (f(v) - II, uu - p), where f is as described 
in the introduction. 
Below we state three technical lemmas which will be needed in the sequel. 
The proofs can be found in [7]. 
LEMM.~ (3.1). For the linear vector jield FL(U) = (+I - u, av - ru), 
y, /I > 0, 0 3 0, there is contracting rectangle containing 0 if and only if @ > 01~. 
Assume that -f ‘(0) > u/y and (v: f (v) = -(a/r)v, v + O> is non-void. 
Let zr, = min(l v j:f(v) = -(&)v, er f O}. Let R, be the rectangle symmetric 
in the u and v axes with upper right hand corner at the point (wC , (a!~)~,). Then 
we have: 
LEMMA (3.2). Suppose that F(u) = (f(v) - II, az, - y2l), -f ‘(0) > o/y and 
R, is the rectangle described above. For any compact set ,Q in the interior of R, , 
there is a rectangle R and a constant k > 0 such that Q CR C R, and 
F(U) * n < -KTfOr all C- E [0, 11, U E Z(-rR) and outward unit normals n at u. 
Let f satisfy the growth condition, 
lim inf 
I 1 
f4 >: 
V Y’ 
as)a]-+co. (3.1) 
Let vc = max{/ v ) : f (v) = -(u/v)v}, and RC be the rectangle symmetric in 
the u and v axes with upper right hand corner at (vc, (u/~)uc). 
LEMMA (3.3). Suppose f is a smooth function which satis$es (3.1), F(U) == 
(f(v) - u; uv - yu). Then for arzy compact set Q in the exterior of R”, there is a 
rectangle R such that R” C R, Q is iu the exterior of R and TR is contractingLfofor f, 
fo). 1 < 7 < co. 
DEFINITION (3.2). For U E RR and R a rectangle in R” with 0 E R, the norm 
/ 1s on RR” is defined by 
1 U jR = inf{t > 0: U E tR}, 
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Define the norm vs on BC as: 
bov = ST& I wa7 - 
Recall the definition of Dini derivatives. 
For the Dirichlet problem we have the following result. 
LEMMA (3.4). Let F(U) b e a sector$eld on R” mad let R be n rectangle with 
0 E int(R). suppose that U E C( T - 6, T -+ S) 1 C,) is a smooth solution of (1.1) 
fog j T - t 1 < S and that vR(U(T)) = s. Let vsR U(T, 0) < 1. 
If there is an 77 > 0 such that, for any WE a(sR), and TZ( ?X) normal to i?(sR) 
at ET, we have F( PV) . n(TV) < --77, then 
&WT)) < 2 v&f(T)), 
where L is the length of the shortest side of R. 
Proof. We refer the reader to the Basic Lemma of [7] which has a similar 
proof. Our additional condition, V& U(T, 0)) < 1, is needed to insure that 
li(T: 0) 4 asR. n 
We conclude this section with several definitions and remarks which wil! be 
needed in the sequel. 
DEFINITION (3.3). We say that a convex region R is an invariant region for 
the Cauchy problem with initial value U(0, .K) == U,(X) if U,(X) E R for all 
--u;<x<cr,irnpliesU(t,x)~Rforall~>,Oand--co<~<co. 
DEFINITION (3.4). We say that a convex region R is an. mvariant region for 
the Dirichlet problem with initial value U(0, X) = UJr) and boundary value 
U(t, 0) = h(t) if U,(X) E R for all .z’ > 0 and h(t) E R for ali t 3 0, imply 
U(tl X) E R for all x > 0 and t > 0. 
Observation 1. Lemmas (3.2) and (3.3) give us two families of contracting 
rectangles for the solution to the Cauchy probIem for the Fitz Hugh-Nagumo 
equations, namely: 
i. Small rectangles (TR), with R C R, and r E (0, 11. 
ii. Large rectangles (AQ>, with RR” C Q and h E [l, co). 
By the Basic Lemma of L7.71 these rectangles are invariant regions for the solution 
to the Cauehy problem. 
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Observation 2. By Lemma (3.4) the two families of rectangles {rR), {AQ}, are 
also invariant regions for the solution to the Dirichlet problem. 
$4. Global Existence 
Consider the following system of equations 
(4-l) 
THEOREM (4.1). Let g E B n C,, and h E BC, with g(0) = h(O), and let f be 
as in Lemma (3.3). Then the system of equations (4.1) has a unique solution in 
C([O, m) 1 (B n C,) with initial alld boundary conditions as follozus: 
l.Ifc#O. 
WA 4 = A4 = M4 g&N1 
U(t, 0) = h(t) = (h,(t), h&N. 
(4.2) 
2. If E = 0 the secolzd equatio% in (4.2) is replaced by 
w(t, 0) = h(t) (here h(t) is a real valued function, 
and ule impose no bomdary condition on u). 
Proof. By Lemma (3.3) we can choose a sufficiently large rectangle R such 
that R is contracting for the vector field 
F(U) = (f (2) - u, oa - ~24) and 
vR(g(x)) < 1 for all x > 0, and 
vR(h(t)) < 1 for all t 3 0. 
By Theorem (2.1) we get a solution U E C([O, t,] 1 B) of (4.1) with initial and 
boundary conditions (4.2). 
Claim. v,[U(t)] < 1 for 0 < t < t, . 
If this is not true, let f = inf(t E (0, to) i vRU(t) = 1). Thus t > 0, by continuity 
of Qu(t). 
VR U(Q > “R( w, 0)) since ~sU(t? 0) < 1 by construction of R. Therefore, by 
Lemma (3.4), 
IL&y!(t) < 0. 
Thus for any t E (t - E, t) we have vRU(t) > 1, which contradicts the definition 
of t. 
The estimate vRU(t) < 1 for t E [0, to] is the sup norm estimate we need to 
extend U from a local solution to a global solution with 1~s U(t) < 1 for all t ‘3 0. 
Uniqueness follows from the uniqueness of the local solutions. 0 
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THEOREM (4.2). (Sup Nom Estimate for the Dirichlet Problem zvith Ccmpactb 
Supported Bozmdary Data). If U(t, SC) EC([O, ~3) [C,) i.r a solution of the F&Z 
Hugh-Nagumo equations with DiGMet bowndar_y data h(t) E BC, and h(t) = 0 
for t > T, we have 
Ii ~QQlL < cone II WY, , for alZ t > T. 
Proof. By observation 2, of Section 3, we know that there exists a family of 
small invariant rectangles (TR], and a family of large invariant rectangles (A@, 
for the solution of the Dirichlet problem, such that for all s > 0, U(T, x) lies 
in one of these rectangles, which is sufficient to establish the estimate: 
$5. The Treshold Problem 
We discuss a model of a semi-infinite nerve stimula.ted at x = 0. Numerical 
and biological evidence supports the conjecture that a strong stimulus of short 
duration, or a weak stimulus of long duration is subthreshold. In sections 5 and 6 
we show that the irst part of the conjecture is correct. Tne second part was 
proven in 1171. 
THEOREM (5.1). Let f be a smooth function which satisfies 
1. f(0) = 0 
2. -f’(O) > dr 
3. IiminfIf(v)/v/ >a/yas (vI--tM). 
Suppose h E BC satisj?es 
4. h(t)=h(O)-OforaZZt>,t,30 
5. I/ 12 J(cc < M, 
let U(t, x) = (v(t, x), u(t, x)) E C([O, UZ) / C,) be the unique solution of 
2’1 = Z’,, + f(v) - u x > 0, t 3 0 
(5.1) 
Ut = csv - yu x > 0, t > 0 
v(O,x) = u(O,x) = 0 X>O 
v(t, 0) = 12(t) t > 0. 
(5.2) 
Denote by F = (FI , F2) the zrector field (f(v) - u, ~rv - yu). Then for anJ7 
T > t, > 0 there exists a constant k = k(T, t, , IV, F), growing at most like 
max(l/(T - to), exp T}, such that 
II W> .)ilm 9 k II h IL for all t > T. 
505/30/I-9 
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Proof By Theorem (4.1) we know that (5.1) has a unique solution Li = (u, U) 
which satisfies 
j up, $1 < I& for all x > 0, t 3 0, where k” = &F, M). (5.3) 
The coordinates of U satisfy 
$6 x) = H(t, x) + It .i,m I@ - s, z, x) Fl( U(s, a)) dz ds, (5.4) 
u(t, x) = 1’ F,( U(s, x)) ds = o I” G(S, x) e-y(t-s) ds, (5.5) 
0 0 
where H(t, X) = -l/A’s J”: h(s)/((t - s)-~~)x exp - [9/4(t - s)] ds. 
Since F is smooth and U verifies (5.3), there exists a constant k = &(M,P) 
such that 
I FW, 4 < k I W, ~11, for all 3~’ > 0. 
Thus, by (5.4), (5.5) and (5.6), we have, for all x 3 0, t > 0, 
I U(4 41 G I v(t, 41 + I 44 41 
< 1 H(t, x)! + k lt La I+ - s, z, x 1 U(s, z)I dx ds 
+ i It 1 U(s, x)1 ds. 
0 
We observe that by Theorem (4.3, we only need to show 
II U(T)lL < const(T, M, 17, to) II h Ill 
or equivalently 
a. II 4T)II, < C-W, M F, too> II h Ill 
b. II 4T)lL < conW, M F, to> IIh 111 - 
(5.6) 
(5.7) 
(5.8) 
(5.9j 
To prove (5.9).a, we estimate the first two terms on the right hand side of 
(5.7) for t = T. Bound for the first term: 
II fW 4 G c;f;oI ! 1 I WI ds < const(T, to> IIh Ill (5.10) 
this follows from 
,zP cxp(--x2) < const exp(--z2/2) ,( const, 
To estimate the second term we observe that 
for any z, 01 > 0. (5.11) 
-= 
J f 
m &T - s, z, x) 1 U(s, %)I dz ds < const 1 Lr(sp X)1 & ds. (5 12) 
0 0 (T - ,)l/? ’ 
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Therefore we only need to show 
.T m J s I w, 41 (j” - s)li? dz ds < const(T, -fir, P, t,) iJ h /iI . (5.13) 0 0 
For this we require the preliminary result 
T 0~ .r I- 1 U(s, x)1 dx ds < const(T, F, M) j/ h ijl , 0 ‘0 
which is obtained by means of a Gronwall inequality. 
Integral representations (5.4), (5.5) yield for 0 < t < T 
t z . s 
+k 
ss I 
/ U(q, x)! dq d,v ds 
0 0 ‘0 
= I(t) + II(t) + m(t). (5.15) 
Changing the order of integration in H(T) and integrating over x first we get 
t .cE 
Sl s 
J 
II(t) + III(t) < const ) U(q, x)1 dq dx ds. (5.16) 
0’0 0 
We observe that 
< const(T1’2) I/ h i/r . (5.11) 
Now in view of (5.16) and (5.17) we apply Gronwall’s inequality to (5.15), 
establishing the estimate (5.14). 
Let us return to (5.13). 
By (5.4), (5.5) and the same argument used to obtain (5.6) we have 
.T cc 
I i 
I UC& 41 
o ‘o (T--)1’” dxds 
< const 
-b const 
I fwl ” 
(T _ ,)1/Z (s :‘q)S:’ exp - 
’ u(q’x)’ dqdxds = IV(T)+ T’(T). (T - ,)I:2 (5.18) 
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By Fubini’s theorem, 
,( const 
1 
j-’ 1 ‘(q)l IQ= (T 2 s)l,? (s _ q)“” ds dq 
0 
-= < const J I 4dl 4. 
(5.19) 
0 
Observe that by (5.14) 
I/(T) ,( const(T, to, WF) II h Ill & (T ! ,)1,2 ds. (5.20) 
Combining (5.18), (5.19) and (5.20) we get the desired estimate (5.13), which 
together with (5.12) and (5.10) yields (5.9).a. 0 
To prove the inequality (5.9).b we observe that by (5.5) and the integral 
representation of v we have 
j u(T, x)1 < u j-= / u(sy x)1 ds 
0 
= -S < TJ 
l4dl 
‘0 (s - q)3’” x exp (&) 4ds 
+ k joT is l= & - q, z, 4 I u(s, 41 dz 4 ds 
G const JOT I WI J-= (s MXq)3:” exp (&) ds 4 
+ k IT js jrn ;s”‘“‘$ dz dq ds. 
0 0 0 
(5.21) 
Combining (5.13) and (5.21) we get inequality (5.9).b, completing the proof. 0 
$6. Stability by Contracting Recta&es 
In this section we study the stability of the zero solution. We show that for 
solutions with zero initial data, whose boundary value vanishes outside a finite 
interval, [0, toI, and for which s? [ h(t) [ dt is sufficiently small, we have exponen- 
tial decay. This proves a conjecture of S. P. Hastings [5]. More precisely we 
have the result below. 
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THEOREM (6.1). If conditions 1 to 5 of Theorem (5.1) hold, there exist constants 
c, k, and A, such that if 
II h Ill d A, 
th.m 
II u(t, .)L < k exp(-4, t>o 
where k and h depend on T, t, , M and F, and c depends only on F. 
Proof. It suffices to show that for t 3 t, , x 3 0, there exists an invariant 
rectangle R C R, (see Lemma (3.2)) contracting for the vector field 
(f (ti) - U, uw - yu), with the additional property: 
I&U(t) < -CVRu(t). (6.1) 
To construct R, recall that by Theorem (5.1) 
thus if j/ h l/r is sufficiently small, there is a compact set Q C int R, , such that 
U(t, x) CQ. Now by Lemma (3.2) there is a contracting rectangle R for the 
vector field F(U) = (f (7~) - u, ts’u - p) and vR( U(t)) < 1 for t > t, I 
We divide the proof that R has property (6.1) into two cases. Suppose t > t,, : 
1. If t is such that vR U(t) > vRU(t, 0) we have by Lemma (3.4) 
Dv,U(t) < - g lqJf(t) 
(L the shortest side in R). 
(6.2) 
2. If t is such that vRU(t) = vRU(t, 0), Jet vRU(t) = s and set 
X = {x: U(t, x) E iisR). 
Remark: 
1. X is not empty, since x = 0 is in X. 
2. X is compact. We know that limcr-,5 U(t, x) = 0 so X is bounded, and 
it is obvious that X is closed. 
Let 6 = 0, u (0} r) X, where 6’ is a bounded neighborhood of X7 and 0 +$ & . 
Since for t >, to 
and 
U(t + h, 0) = e-YAU(t, 0) 
iLJJ(t + h, 0) = -r/RU(t, 0) < - ; v&i(t, 0) = - 5 s, 
As a 
we have for small j h /, h # 0, 
vJl(t + h, 0) 4 s (1 - +). (6.3) 
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By a result of [7] we know that if: 
1. 1 h 1 is small and 0 E 0, , 
2. lhl 
vRU(t + h, 0) < s (1 - g h). 
is small and x E R+\tl, 
27 vRU(t + h, x) < s 1 - LA 
t ) 
. 
(6.4) 
(6.5) 
Now by (6.3), (6.4) and (6.5), if vR U(t) = vR U(t, 0) we have for t > t, , .X > 0, 
+U@ + k x) < S(l - (h/W, 
where p = min(27, Ly/2). Thus 
which together with (6.2) implies 
llvJJ(t) < - 5 vJJ(t) for t > to x 
Therefore there exist positive constants K and c such that 
vRU(t) < h exp(-ct), t 2 a 
and the proof is compIete. 
97. The Energy iMethod 
‘3 
(6.6) 
0. 
In this section we consider the solution of equations (5.1) with initial and 
boundary conditions (5.2), where the boundary condition h(t) satisfies properties 
4 and 5 of Theorem (5.1), and for all t > 0, x > 0, w(t, X) is smaller than cy, 
where ti is the first positive zero of f(u). Under these conditions we prove in 
Theorem (7.1) using energy estimates that U(t) decays exponentially in L, n L, . 
More precisely, we prove the following. 
THEOREM (7.1). Let 1J = (v, u) E C([O, cc) /L, n Co) be the solution of the 
Fitz Hugh-Nagumo equations (5.1) with initial and boundary cm&ions (5.2). 
Suppose f is smooth and satis$es 
1. lim jf(V)j/j ‘u 1 > a/y as / zI 1 3 03. 
2. f'(0) < 0,-f(O) = 0. 
3. f(v) > 0, ifw < 0, 
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and ;o(t, 0) = h(t) satisfies, 
1. h(t) E BC. 
2. k(t) = h(0) = 0, f@Y t > f” . 
Let a = inf(a > 0 /f(V) = O}. If SUpt,r U(t, X) < aa < a, then, @tbr an:V 
t 3 0, there exist constants k aml c such that 
I! U(t)i12 + II U(t)& < k exp(--ct) fOY t 2 0. 
Proof. First we show that there exist constants k and c such that 
II u(t>ll, < k exp(-4 for t >, t, . (7.1) 
Hypotheses 2 and 3 on f and the fact that -v(t, X) < c+, < CY guarantee that there 
exists a 6 > 0, such that 
vf (21) < -80” for t > 0, s > 0. (7.2) 
Multiplying the first equation of (5.1) by CJU and the second by U, and adding, 
we get, for the slab(O, T] x (0, N] (T > 0, N > 0), 
d 
1 i2 z (U’ $ uv”) = O(FZI,), - (IW, 2 + lmf (2’) - yu2 
< [(2’7& - u,2] - [GW + yu’]. (7.3) 
Note that in the slab (0, T] x (0, N], (ZIU& and ~02 are well defined as a con- 
sequence of the interior regularity theorem (2.2). Therefore to prove (7.1), we 
shall integrate (7.3) over intervals of the form [l/~, N], n >, 1 and then pass to 
the limit as n, N tend to infinity. That this limiting process is justified is a 
tedious, but straightforward exercise, which we will delete. 
Let 
p?&> = JITn u”(t, x) + wZr2(t, x) ds Ii! 3 1 
P(t) = h&ii: P&t) = jOm u”(t, x) + c&(t, x) dx. 
We need to show 
P(t) < k exp(-ct), for t > t, . 
We break the proof into three steps. 
1. ii~ l& 1 Pn,Jt) = g P(t), t, < t < T, T arbitrary. 
2. $ P(t) < -const P(t) for t, < t < T, (some positive const.) 
3. P(t) < const(t,) exp(-kt). 
(7.4) 
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Step 1, which we will delete, is, as mentioned above, a long straightforward 
calculation. Step 2, follows by integrating (7.3) over the slab [l/n, NJ and 
passing to the limit using Step 1. Note that when we integrate the right hand 
side of (7.3) the boundary terms vanish as n and N tend to infinity. 
Step 3, is immediate from Step 2. 
This proves the La-decay of the solution. 
To complete the proof we show that the sup norm has exponential decay. 
Observe that 
Suppose T - 1 > to. Then, 
v(T, 0) = h(T) = 0, for T 3 t 01 
u( T, 0) = lt” &z(s) c”‘~-~) ds. 
v(T) = j- x(1, z,x)v(T- l,~)dx 
0 
(7.5) 
Since the solution U(t, X) is bounded (Theorem (4.1)), it follows that 
Using (7.6) and applying the Schwarz inequality to (7.5) we have 
-t c~ 11 I‘ h2(Io,11xR) 11 u lILt([T-~,rlxR+) - (7.7) 
This proves the decay of v in the sup norm since the L, norm of K is finite. 
To estimate 21 recall (5.5) 
u(t, x) = cr Lt zfs, x) e+-s) ds. (7.8) 
If T > to + 1, by (7.7) we have 
II v(T)II, < k exp(-cl’), k, C, >O, 
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Therefore (7.7) yields 
II 4T)lL < ,zy, II 4t)lL fmil Oe-Y(T--S) as . 
+ i=+1 
Oke-Ese-rfT-s, dS 
0 
< const exp(-kt). 
From (7.7) and (7.9), we get 
!I U(t)lim < const exp(-kt) for t>t&l, 
and the proof of Theorem (7.1) is complete. 0 
(7.9) 
We next observe that according to Theorem (5.1) the hypothesis v < a0 < a 
for t > T is satisfied if j/ h j/r is small, hence we have: 
COROLLARY (7.1). Suppose U = (v, u) satisjies the Fitz Hugh-Nagamo 
equations (5.1) with initial and boundary data 
u(0, s) = 0 = v(0, x) 
v(t, 0) = h(t). 
Let f be as in Theorem (7.1). Let 
a! = inf{v > 0: f(v) = 0). 
Let h(t) satisfy 
I. hEBC. 
2. h(t) = h(0) = 0, for t > to. 
3. /I h II1 is s@icientZy smaZ2, depending ox 11 h IIs . 
Then there exist positive constant k and c such that 
/I ~(t>lL + II U(t)lh d k exp(--ct), for t > 0. 
II. THE NEUMANN PROBLEM 
$8. Local Solvability 
We now consider the non-linear system of equations (2.1) with Neumann 
boundary conditions at x = 0. 
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Notation: 
qt, x, x) =: &(t, z - x) + lqt, --z - Y), 1 <i<?l. 
For 
h = (h, ,..., h,) E BC and g = (g, ,.--, gn) E B 
H,(t, x) = - It hi(s) Ki(t - s, x) ds, 1 \(i<p. 
0 
I&(& “kg = 0, p<i<n. 
$(t, x) = jrn g&z) Xi@, z, x) dz, 1 <i<?l. 
0 
Recall that ji(t, x), 1 < 1. < p, is the solution of the heat equation with 
Neumann boundary condition hi(t) and zero initial data. Si(t, x) is the restriction 
to x1 > 0 of the solution to the Cauchy problem for the heat equation with initial 
data of the formg,(x), for x > 0, andgi(-x) for x < 0. 
We will write, 
K = (ITI )Ka ) I& ). .) En), 
s = (S, )..., S,), 
A = (RI )...) En). 
Let R(t, x) be the unique element of C([O, co) 1 B) such that 
Rj = R,, , t > 0, x > 0, 
.R(O, x) = g(x), x > 0, 
& CR, ,..., R,)(t, 0) = W), t > 0. 
It is easy to show that U E C([O, co) 1 B) satisfies (2.1) (in the sense of distribu- 
tions) with initial and boundary data. 
U(0, x) = g(x) 
(z&(t, 0) = hi(t) where (z& is continuous in x 3 0, t > 0. 
(8-l) 
if and only if 
U(t, x) = R(t, x) + 1’ $ K(t - s, x, x)F(u(s, z)) dz ds. (8.2) 
We mention without -proof several results on existence and regularity for 
solutions of (2.1) with data (8.1). (The proofs are standard). 
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THEOREM (8.1). For any h = (h, ,..., h,) E BC arzd g = (g, ,..., gn) E C, 
fhere is a constarzt t, , 0 < t, < 1, depending only oiz F, !) g /Is , such tlzat tlze 
Neumann problem (2.1) with irzitial and boundary data (8. I) has a unique solution 
U E C([O, t,l j B) and 
zuhere c2 = min(a, ,..., u,). 
THEOREM (8.2) (Interior regularity). Suppose U = (ul ,..., u,) E C([O, to] 1 
CO(w+)) is a solution of (2.1) with initial and boupzdary corzditions (8.1). 
If: 
1. gi E CO(R+), i = I,..., 71. 
2. gi E P(R,), i=l ,..., % 
3. Iz, E BC(R,j, i = l,..., p. 
Then : 
u E P(Q) where C2 = (0, co) X R+ , 
THEOREM (S.3). If the system (8.1) is linear, i.e., F(U) = FU fm a constant 
matnk F, then for any g = (g, ,..., g,,J E Co , and h = (h, ,..., lz,) E BC there is a 
unique solution U E C([O, CO) j B) of (2.1) .uith initial and boundary data (8.1 j. 
Furthermore, there are constants k a?zd c, indepefzdent of g and la, suck that 
II W>lL < kect (llg llm + a). 
EXAMPLE (8.1). If we apply Theorem (8.3) to the system: 
we get II ells, + II +(t)llco < const exp(ct), where 
const = const(lj h Iirn , \I g iI& 
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99. Global Existence for the Neumann Problem 
1. General Theory 
Assume f has the qualitative behavior pictured in Figure 1 of the introduction; 
we have in mind the cubic 
f(w) = v(v - a)(b - v) with a, b > 0. 
More precisely, we assume that f has the following properties: 
f (4 > 0, if z, < 0. (9.1) 
To show global existence of solutions of (I. 1) with initial and boundary condi- 
tions 
a@, x> = g&4, x 2 0; 
u(O, x) = g&), x > 0; (9.4) 
v,(t, 0) = h(t) t > 0. 
We need the following Lemma 
LEMMA (9.1). i. Let f satisf31 (9.1), (9.2), and (9.3). 
For any /3 such that 
Let q5: R2 -+ R be such that sup,,+, 1$(x, t)] < M. Let p’ satisfv 
lim inf f(v) 
I I 
- > 8’ > p > c/y. 
V 
If I v I > maxh + M, MP’l@’ - P)>, th en there exists E > 0, such that the 
symmetric rectangle R with vertex at (I v /, (U/Y) I v 1 +- C) is contracting for the 
vector Jield. 
Fd( U> = ((f(v) + 4) - u, cm- ~4. 
Proof. Lemma (3.1) states that there is a contracting rectangle R for the 
linear vector field FL(U) = (-/~ZJ - u, uv - yu), y, /3, G > 0 if and only if 
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p > G/Y. Moreover R can be constructed symmetric with respect to the origin, 
with right upper vertex 
(I v I, 4 = (I v I,; I v I + c’j. 
It is easy to check that R is also contracting for F+,(U). n 
Lemma (9.1) leads to the following existence theorem. 
THEOREM (9.1). Let f be a smooth function which verz$es (9.1), (9.2) and (9.3j. 
Let g, , g2 E C, . If h E BC, then there exists a mique solution U = (zl, ZJ) E C([-, c~j), 
Co) to the iVeuman.n problem (1.1) with initial and boundary condition (9.9. 
Furthermore, for any T 3 0, 
where 0 grows at most exponentially in T. 
F’roof. The uniqueness follows from the local uniqueness theorem. 
We have already proven the local existence of solutions; to obtain global 
existence we need only establish an apriori bound for the solution. It suffices 
to show that there is an apriori bound on the interval [0, T], T > 0 arbitrary. 
To do this we construct a comparison function @(t, X) = (+(t, x), ol(t, x)), 
bounded on [0, T], which has the same initial and boundary values as the 
solution U(t, X) of (1.1) and (9.4). 
The difference, 0 = Cr - @, satisfies a system of equations similar to the 
Fitz Hugh-Kagumo equations and has zero Neumann boundary conditions. 
This last fact aloows us to construct a family of rectangles, R(t), depending on 
time, such that o(t, x) E R(T) for 0 < t < T, x 3 0. Furthermore, the size 
of R(t) grows exponentially with t. These facts give us the required apriori 
bound for the solution U(t, x). 
The details of the proof are as follow s. Let @(t, X) = (~$(t, x), act, xj) be the 
solution of: 
9% = $h - 3; 
% = c# - Y”, 
with initial and boundary conditions 
$qo, x) = glc~), a(0, x) = g&), 
&(t, 0) = h(t). 
‘By example (8.1) we know that CD has at most exponential growth. Thus there 
exist N > 0 such that // @(t)li < N for 0 < t < T. Sow me are going to 
estimate @ = U - @. 
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Let 
Then: 
and 
$y=v-$, 
ii=u-a. 
i& = .z;,, +f(-3 + r#J) - 22, x 3 0, t > 0; 
1, = od - y-6, x > 0, t 2 0; 
(9.5) 
qo, x) = 0 = qo, x), x > 0; 
zgt, 0) = 0, t > 0. 
(9.6) 
By Lemma (9.1) we can construct a rectangle, R(T), 0 E int R(T), which for 
0 < t < T, is contracting for the vector fieldF,( 0) = (f (6 + $) - ii, cv” - yzi). 
We want to show that (71, ti) stays bounded for 0 < t < T. Furthermore, 
since (v”(0, x), zi(0, x)) is in R(T), we will show that, for 0 < t < T, (C(t, x), 
G(t, x)) E R(T). We prove by contradiction that it is impossible for (5, G) to 
reach the boundary of R(T). 
Suppose, on the contrary, that (a, ~2) reaches the boundary of R(T). Since the 
initial condition is in C,, there is a first time t, such that, there exists a finite x,, , 
for which U(t ,, , x0) E i3R. Observe that x,, is not zero, since 0 E int R(T). Suppose 
we are on the right hand side of R(T), then we have v(to , x0) E aR. Since t, is 
the first time, we have 
qt, , ql> >, 0. 
By construction of R(T) we know that 
(9.7) 
Since E(t, x) < 27(t,, , x0) for all x 3 0, t < t, , we see that 77(ts , *) has a local 
maximum at x0 , so E&0 , x0) < 0. 
Thus at (t,, , x0) 
which contradicts (9.7). 
On the left side of BR(T) all the inequalities are reversed. For the top we note 
that if t, is the first time such that for some x0, zZ(t,, , x,,) E aR(T), we have 
zZt > 0. But by the construction of R we know that at (to, x00), ~6 - yz2 < 0 
and hence & = 06 - yuI < 0. 
At the bottom the inequalities are reversed. Hence the solution 0 = (E, 21) 
remains in R(T) for 0 < t < T. Now we have, 
II u(t) - @(t>lL < const (0 < t < T). 
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Since the growth of di is at most exponential we get 
:I U(t)(lc < const exp(kT), 0 s. t f T. q 
In the next three sections we study the threshold problem and exponential 
decay for solutions of the FitzHugh-Nagumo equations with Neumann boundary 
conditions v,(t, 0) = h(t), where Jt(t) vanishes outside a finite interval [O, toj. 
$10. Tlze Threshold Problem for the Neunzam Problem 
THEOREM (10.1). Let f b e a s~nootlz fwzction which satisfies (9.1), (9.2), (9.3), 
f (O} = 0, -f(O) > o/y. Suppose 12 E BC, satisjes 
1. h(f)=O, tat,; 
3 -. \j h Ilrn < M; 
let U E C([O, XI) 1 C,) be tize ufzique solution of the Fitz Hztgh-Nagumo equations 
(1.1) with zuo initial data and Neumann boundcry condition v,(t, 0) = h(t). 
Denote by F = (Fl , F,) the vector Jield (f(v) - u, o”cr - yzt). Then for c’ny 
T > to 3 0 there exists a constant K = h(T, t, , M, Fj, sub that I/ U(t)j5 < 
h i/ h iI1 for a2E 1 > T. Note: k grows at most like max{l/(T - &), exp T:. 
Proof. We know that for t < T, the solution U(t, X) is bounded. Therefore 
there exists a constant 1’ = r(T, AI, F) such that 
: FU(t, x)i < Y j U(t, x)1, O<t<T, O<x. (10.1) 
Recall CC’ = (v, zj.), and 
.t .m 
i 
'4 
K(t - s, x, x) F,U(s, Z) dx d-s = I(t) j II(t) (10.2) 
‘0 0 
u(t, x) = if F,U(s, x) ds = cr Lt v(s, x) e-y(t-s) ds. (10.3) 
Thus by (10.1) (10.2) and (10.3), we have 
+ Y lt jb” / R(t - s, z, x) U(s, z)] dz ds 
+ Y 
s 
’ 1 U(s, ix)] ds. (10.4) 
0 
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As in the proof of Theorem (5.1) we first establish the weaker estimate 
II WTIL d const(T, to , W F) II h II1 . (10.5) 
Unlike the Dirichlet problem in this case, we do not have an immediate version 
of Theorem (4.2): instead we use the following approach. Observe that since 
z’,,(t, 0) = 0 for t > T, U(t, 2) has an even extension in I, g((t, x), which is a 
solution of the Cauchy problem (1.1) with initial data at (T, x), 
which allows to replace Theorem (4.2) by the following sup norm estimate for 
the Cauchp problem 
Let u E C( [O, a) 1 C,) b e a solution to the Cauchy problem for the Fitz Hugh- 
Nagzmo equations, with initial data U(0, x) = U,(x). Then 
II U(t)lL < const(/l cro IM- 
This estimate follows from observation 1 of Section 3. 
Thus it is sufficient to show (10.5) or equivalently 
a. Ij v(T)lim < const(T, to , M,F) // h II1 
b. II 4T~ll,c d onst(T, to , AC F) II h /II. 
To establish (10.6) .a we use the integral representation (10.2). 
Since 
and 
We need to bound 
s 
cc 1 U(s, z)l dz for O<s<T. 
0 
We get this bound by applying Gronwall’s inequality to the following. 
+ const(T, &l, F) is s’ / U(s, x)1 ds dx 
‘0 0 
< const II lz jlr + const(T, M, F) St Jm I U(s, z)I dz ds 
0 0 
(10.6) 
and we are done with (10.6).a. 
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To show (10.6)b we use (10.3) and the integral representation of z’ (10.4j 
+ const(T, M, F) L’ jO’ lm 1 E(s - 0, a, x) U(q, x)1 dz dq ds 
and (10.6).b follows completing the proof of the theorem. 0 
$11. Stability by Contracting Rectangles for the ATeumana Problem 
THEOREM (11.1). Suppose U = (v, u) satisfies the Fits Hugh-Nagumo 
equations (1 .I), with zero, initial data and Neumann boundary data v%(t, 0) = h(t), 
Let f and h be as in Theorem (10.1). There exist constants, c, k and A, such that ;f 
then 
II u(t, *)lL < k exp(---ctj t>,O 
where k and h depend on T, t, , M and F, c depend oni$ on F. 
Proof. Let a(X, X) be the even extension of U. 
qt, x) = ]$ ;i,: 
x > 0; 
x < 0. 
For t > to we have v,(t, 0) = 0, and as we have remarked in Theorem (lO.l), 
U is a solution to the Fitz Hugh-Nagumo equations for --03 < x < co. 
For the Cauchy problem we know that the following theorem is true. (See [7].) 
THEOREM (11.2). For the Fitx Hugh-Nagumo equations, suppose -f’(O) > u/y, 
and let R, be the critical rectafzgle described in Lemma (3.5). If UD E C,(R) and 
UO(.lc> E int(R,) f OY all x E R, then there are non-negative constants c, k, such tkat 
/I U(t)iL d keect, for all t > T, T = to + 8, 8 > 0. 
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In our case let 
UO(x) = (v( T, r), u( T, x)). 
By Theorem (10. l), we know that 
II U” llri < const(T, M to , F) II h Ill = c II A Ill . 
If we choose v so small that 11 U” Ijm < cv implies 
U”(x) E int(R,), 
by TheoFern (11.2) sue get 
II ~i(~>llm < k exp(-4 t >, 0. 
$12. The Energy Method 
In $11 we obtain exponential decay in norm L, for the solution U(t, x) of the 
Neumann problem with zero initial data, with compactly supported boundary 
data h(t), whose L, norm I[ h II1 is so small that U(t, x) CR, for t large. (R, iS 
described in Lemma (3.2).) 
In this section we show that under the weaker hypothesis, ZI less than the 
smallest positive zero of f( z, ) f or all t >, 0, the solution U(t, x) decays exponen- 
tially in L, n L, . More precisely we have the following theorem. 
THEOREiU (12.1). Let a: = inf(v > 0 j f (v) = 0). Suppose U = (v, u) E 
C([O, a) j Co) satisjes the Fits Hugh-Nagumo equatiou (1.1) with zero initial 
data and Neumann boundary condition vz(t, 0) = h(t) where f is a smooth function 
which satisjies 
1. f(V) > 0, for er < 0, f ‘(0) < 0, f (0) = 0. 
2. lim fA = --co. 
Iv I- 
3. li,mi~f w > o/r, 
zl 
qnd h satisfies 
a. hEBC; 
b. h(t) = 0 for t > to . 
If v(t, x) < 0~~ < a: for all t, x > 0, then there exist positive co?stants k and c 
such that 
II W>llm + II W>lle < k ev-4 t > 0. 
We omit the proof since it is virtually the same as for the Dirichlet problem. q 
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Lastly we observe that by Theorem (10.1) the hypothesis z’ < 1~~) < a! for 
t >, T is satisfied if // h I& is small. Thus we have the following corollary. 
COROLLARY (12.1). S pp u ose GE C([O, co) j C,(R+jj ~&$k the Fitx Hugh- 
Na~umo equations (l.l), mith zero initial data and Neumann boundary data 
v,(t, 0) = h(t). 
Letf, Q and h be as in Theorem (12.1), and furthermore I( h jjl is suficierztly small 
depending on Jj h jjoo then there exist positive constant k and c such that 
/I U(t)lla + /I U(t)lL < ke-Cj foi- t > 0. 
111. A SHORT NOTE ON THE HODGKIN HUXLEY EQUATTIOX 
5 13. Threshold Results for the Dirichiet Probiem 
We shall apply the ideas of the previous section to the Hodgkin and Huxley 
equations. We write them in the form found in Chueh, Con‘iey and Smaller [2]. 
~24~ = R-4,, + g(u, V, M, xj 
vt = &W&4 - 4 
zvt = g&)(h&) - zu) 
it = g&&t4 - 4 
where 
j(u, v, w, .z) = klv3z+, - u) + k&c, - a) $ k,(c, - u). (13.2) 
Here c, R, k,(i = 1, 2, 3) are positive constants, the ci are constants satisfying 
cr > cs > 0 > c, . Furthermore the functionsgi and hi are cl functions satisfying 
gi > 0 and 1 > hi > 0. Set U = (u, ~1, w, z). For further details (including 
explicit values of the constants and descriptions of the gi and 1~ we refer the 
reader to Hodgkin and Huxley [6J. The existence and uniqueness of solutions 
U E Cl]O, co> 1 C, n B) for the Dirichlet problem, with initial data in I3 n C;, 
and boundary data in BC follows by showing 
1. Existence and uniqueness of local solutions (standard). 
? -. Apriori sup norm estimates which are obtained from the existence of 
large invariant rectangIes (for a proof see [2]). 
To conclude we get threshold results, analogous to those in Sections 5 and 6 
for the FitzHugh-Nagumo equations. Following [6], we shall assume that 
(13.1) has a unique critical point, U”. 
1) with xero 
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THEOREM (13.1). Suppose h E BC satisfies 
1. h(t)=h(O)=OforaZZt>t,>O 
2. II h IL3 d M. 
Let U = (24, a, 20, z) E C([O, co) 1 C,) be the unique so&ion of (13. 
initial data and Dirichlet boundary data 
u(t, 0) = h(t) t > 0. 
Then for any T > t,, > 0 there exists a colzstant k = k( T, to , M, g) 
11 U(t, *) - U” Ilm < k 11 h /I1 fop. aZZ t > T. 
Recall that g was defined in (13.2). 
Proof. As in Theorem (5.1) it suffices to show that 
II U(t) - u” IL < const(l; to , M, g) II h IL t 3 T. 
Wirh the same arguments as before one establishes 
II U(T) - U” IL d const(T to , J% g) II h IL . 
, such that 
(13.4) 
(13.5) 
To pass from (13.5) to (13.4) one needs the following estimate for solutions 
within compactly supported boundary data in [0, T], 
11 U(t) - U” /Jm < const I/ U(T) - UO Ilrn . (13.6) 
For the specific model considered in Hodgkin and Huxley [q, John Evans has 
given numerical evidence in [3] which indicates that if we linearize the equa- 
tion (13.1) about its critical point, U”, the resulting linear system is asymptotically 
stable. This together with Theorem (2.4) of [2] (which tells us that a critical 
point of systems of the form (2.1) is stable if it is stable for the linearized system) 
implies U” is stable, which with the existence of large invariant rectangles [5] is 
sufficient to establish (13.6), from which the theorem follows. 17 
Observation. One can show that zero is an attractor for the Fitz Hugh- 
Nagumo equations (see [7]) thus to prove Theorems (5.1) and (6.1) we do not 
need the existence of small invariant rectangles. 
THEOREM (13.2). Under the hy$othesis of Theorem (13.1), there exist constants 
c, k, and X such that a7 
II h 111 G A 
thm I/ U(t, .) - U” jjrn < k exp(-ct) t > 0 where k = k(T, to, M, g), c = c(g), 
x = X(g). 
Proof. Follows from Theorem (13.1) and the stability of the critical point U”. 
q 
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